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PRA Archive #: BB0975
Title: An Introduction to Jules Supervielle / Alexander Fis and J.A. Rose.
Description:

On the life and writing of the French author.
Genre:
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 30 May 1964.
PRA Archive #: BB4858
Title: The Banquet Years: the French scene / Dr. Hassan Nouty.
Description:

Nouty speaks about turn of the century Paris, particularly its writers, painters, and musicians...
Genre:
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 2 May 1965.
PRA Archive #: BB0752.01
Title: Andre Malraux / Francis Carmody.
Description:

Talk on Malraux's interpretation of society as expressed in his writings.
Genre:
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Dec. 1958.
PRA Archive #: BB0752.03
Title: Paul Valery / Francis Carmody.
Description:

Talk on his political writings.
Genre:
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 14 Dec. 1958.
PRA Archive #: BB0752.04
Title: The Novels of Marcel Proust / Francis Carmody.
Description:

Talk on his development and impact on society.
Genre:
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 2 Nov. 1958.
PRA Archive #: BB0752.05
Title: Andre Gide / Francis Carmody.
Description:

Talk on his leadership in French letters.
Genre:
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 16 Nov. 1958.
PRA Archive #: BB0752.06
Title: Jules Romans' Men of Goodwill / Francis Carmody.
Description:

Talk on his monumental novel.
Genre:
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 3 Oct. 1958.
PRA Archive #: BB4857
Title: The Banquet Years: the end of a century.
Description:

Documentary about culture in turn of the century Paris.
Genre:
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 29 Aug. 1965.
PRA Archive #: BB4937
Title: The Lie that always told the truth : a biographical memorial / produced and narrated by David Ossman.
Description:
Examination of the life and work of Jean Cocteau.

Genre:
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 12 Oct. 1963.
PRA Archive #: BC1199
Title: Les Guérillères / by Monique Wittig.
Description:
A radio adaptation of Monique Wittig's surrealistic drama about militant feminist...
Genre: American Women -- Radio, American Women -- Radical Feminism, American Women -- Authors and journalists

PRA Archive #: IZ1468
Title: Reading and interview with novelist and artist Ursule Molinaro
Description:
Ursule Molinaro (1916 - 2000), Paris-born social-satirist, novelist, playwright, and artist...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists

Broadcast Date: WBAI, August 31, 1981